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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
In Europe, as in the rest of the world,
digital innovation and transformation
foreshadow the coming of what has
been called the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. The concept of Industry 4.0
has emerged to describe this digital
transformation in industry in all sectors.
Integrating digital innovations in their
business strategies is an essential
means of creating value and digital
integration and connection of systems
may create seamless digitalised value
chains.
This will revolutionise the structure and governance of
markets. But automation and digitisation of production
processes will also lead to a significant reconfiguration
of work and employment.
The change enabled by technology will give benefits
but can also produce negative effects for European
economies and societies. Industry 4.0 may benefit
certain social groups and/or regions and/or countries,
while leaving others behind. In addition, the potential
erosion of the tax base due to fewer employed people
paying taxes and contributions whilst digital platforms
and transactions risk to be elusive to taxation, may
seriously challenge the European Social Model and its
underlying welfare and social policies.
The objective of this study is to present policy options
for the use of taxation and labour market intervention
in view of emerging developments in industrial digital
platforms, AI and related technologies, and analyse
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how these options may impact economic growth and
social cohesion, as well as the development of Industry
4.0 in Europe.
It is operationalised by considering taxation and labour
regulation instruments in terms of their effects on
economy, society and politics.
Despite extensive discussions on the impact of AI and
robots on the workplace and labour market, there is little
systematic evidence. Recent estimates on the effects of
automation on jobs show strong variations on potential
job losses of between 9% up to 40-60% of current jobs
by 2030. The prevalent view is that automation both
substitutes and complements human work. But also
that traditional full time labour contracts look set to
be further replaced by other forms of employment like
temporary jobs, freelance work, mini jobs, smalls job
intermediated by digital labour platforms etc.
In this report we develop scenarios along two major
instrument axes: 1) labour market and social protection
measures, 2) forms of corporate taxes.
The analysis shows that policy measures can be
designed for a future scenario in between the two
extremes of ultra-social and ultra-liberal:
Ultra-social attempts turning technological into social
innovation by fully transforming the mix between
technology, economic incentives and the social fabric.
It introduces a Digital Intermediary Tax (DIT, i.e. taxation
on the use of digital intermediary facilities), retains
R&D machine-related tax incentives, and proposes a
new labour market regime (extended flexicurity) where
eligibility to benefits for disability, pension and other
forms of social care, are independent of the employment
status of the person. Increased revenues from a DIT
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and growth are used to finance the flexicurity regime.
This scenario stimulates further social cohesion and
is expected to have a positive effect on productivity
and economic growth. Though this may be a politically
acceptable approach within a country or at European
level, the risks are particularly at the geo-political
level, as in particular DIT may cause retaliation by
geopolitical competitors. This scenario will require
strong coordination at the European level and unity of
the EU in global or OECD negotiations.
Ultra-liberal focuses on stimulating technological
innovation and providing economic incentives. It will cut
corporate taxes and retain or extend machine-related
R&D tax incentives. Social spending does not increase
given the labour market regime and there is no reform
comparable with flexicurity in the ultra-social scenario.
Productivity is expected to increase more than in the
other scenario as manufacturing companies invest
heavily in technology to substitute workers with
machines. Employment in industry decreases and
non-standard work increases. Polarisation increases
and social cohesion is undermined. Without a DIT and
other competition or consumer protection measures
the power of incumbent global digital platforms will
expand.
These scenarios are both extremes. Reality does
not need to be on black and white choices. A smart
combination of elements from both, together with
policy measures in other areas (competition and
consumer protection law, measures influencing labour
cost, data sharing regulation, public procurement,
industrial policy and other incentives) may eventually
lead to a solution that can bring Europe’s social,
economic and strategic autonomy interests together

BASED ON THE ANALYSIS IN THIS REPORT THE
FOLLOWING COMMENTS CAN BE MADE:
1. Dependent on the political consensus achieved,
a balanced combination of elements from both
scenarios can be constructed, creating a labourfriendly environment with technical and social
innovation, leading to economic growth and social
cohesion.
2. Political consensus could be created by including
other measures in addition, for example a strong
industrial policy based on investments stimulating
European platform development and take up, or
new data sharing and competition regulation.
3. Political cohesion internal in the EU is essential to
achieve the right balance for Industry 4.0 to produce
economic growth and social cohesion with European
solutions. InvestEU, Horizon Europe, Digital Europe,
and related deployment, capabilities and cohesion
programmes in discussion, can support this process.
4. It could be considered to pursue a coalition of labour
market decision-makers and innovation/technology
policy-makers in Europe to find such balance. EU unity
is necessary to manage the global forces in capital
and technology, for example through the OECD.
5. If Europe would be pushed to the extreme point of
the Ultra-liberal scenario, it is likely that European
Industry 4.0 platforms will be marginalised.
6. A balanced transformation can be funded by higher
growth, a common higher but selective approach to
taxation and if needed, temporary budget deficits.
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INTRODUCTION
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION DRIVING
INNOVATION AND VALUE CREATION:
INDUSTRY 4.0
In Europe, as in the rest of the world,
digital innovation and transformation
foreshadow the coming of what has
been called the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. The underlying technological
advancements affect economy, society,
and personal lives and, thus, the
Fourth Industrial Revolution has been
characterised as blurring the distinction
between physical, digital and biological
spheres1. This transformation is driven
by the ubiquitous adoption of mobile
devices, and the development of
technologies such as big data analytics,
the Cloud, algorithmic management,
3D printing, quantum computing, smart
robots, artificial intelligence (AI), the
internet of things (IoT), blockchain, and
virtual/augmented reality.
Data is the ‘fuel’ in this transformation, providing the
main source of innovation and value creation. The
impacts extend far beyond the ‘digital economy’, with all
economic sectors increasingly affected. Data and data
analytics will be the main lever of global competition and
are becoming indispensable for both public and private
organisations2. They make possible innovation not just
in manufacturing but also in services and, increasingly, a
convergence between the two (‘servitisation’).
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The concept of Industry 4.0 has emerged to describe
the digital transformation by which industry in all
sectors integrates digital innovations within their
business strategies as an essential means of creating
value. In many European countries, public policies have
been put in place to assist companies in this transition3,
and similar policies are being applied in major global
competitors such as China4, the US5, and South Korea6.
Although the full digitisation, virtualisation, and
servitisation of manufacturing are still at an early stage,
Industry 4.0 has caught our imagination both because
of the massive potential economic gains and because of
its potential impacts on work and markets.
There are various definitions of Industry 4.0, many
of which simply list its potential technological
components. From a technological perspective Industry
4.0 can be characterised as resting on three pillars: a)
Internet of Things (IoT), which allows objects to interact
with each other and cooperate with their neighbouring
smart components; b) Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS),
integrating computation and digital processes where
embedded computers and networks monitor and
control physical processes; and c) Smart Factories that
are context-aware and assist people and machines
in execution of their tasks7. Digital integration and
connection of systems may create seamless digitalised
value chains, thus revolutionising the structure and
governance of markets. Meanwhile, automation and
digitisation of production processes could lead to a
significant reconfiguration of work and employment8.
So-called ‘Work 4.0’ entails challenges in terms of new
skills requirements, unemployment or intermittent
employment, and potential polarisation of the labour
force. Thus, Industry 4.0 may transform both how jobs
are performed (work) and how activities are coordinated
(markets).
In this sense Industry 4.0 is not just about Artificial
Intelligence (AI) strictly defined9, but is a collective
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term for technologies of value chain management
beyond firms’ traditional boundaries. It is a vision of
the seamless interaction of sensors, data analytics and
information representation all housed within a single
framework designed to continually drive innovation
and create value10. Industry 4.0 can be defined as
the process of automation (through AI and related
technologies), digitisation, and data exchange within
manufacturing. The main focus of this paper is on the
potential impact of the developments in Industry 4.0,
both in terms of innovation and efficiency and in terms
of employment, as well as its consequences for growth
and social cohesion.

ecosystems, platforms provide the building blocks and
technological layers upon which a large number of
independent innovators build complementary services
or products. Using these two functions and its possible
combination the following typology of platforms has
been proposed:13

PLATFORMS MUST FUNCTION AS
ECOSYSTEMS FOR INNOVATION
AND GROWTH

• Innovation platforms facilitate players loosely
organized into an innovative ecosystem to develop
complementary technologies and products or
services. A typical example is the iPhone, which has
hundreds of thousands of applications produced by
developers through access to Apple technology.

Industry 4.0 is often closely associated with the concept
of platform as the conduit for its implementation and
development. More generally, digital platforms are an
essential and key feature of digital transformation.
Whereas the term ‘platform’ is given different
meanings, there is consolidated economic literature on
two-sided or multi-sided platforms that are defined in
terms of network effects, externalities and how value
is created (see a review of this literature in Section 4.1
of the Technical Annex). Initially, the economics of twosided and multi-sided platforms focussed on payment
systems, auctions, operating systems, and traditional
media markets. Currently, the main focus is digital
platforms with a specific emphasis on implications for
competition policy.
From the perspective of economics, the central
features of platforms are direct and/or indirect network
effects11. In platforms ‘more users beget more users,
a dynamic which in turn triggers a self-reinforcing
cycle of growth’12. Scale is for platforms both the sign
of initial success and the source of continuous future
growth. Platforms create value mainly by matching
transactions, or facilitating the rise of innovation
ecosystems, or both. In their matching function they
facilitate and simplify transactions between individuals
or organisations that without the platform may have
difficulties to find each other. As an enabler of innovation

• Transaction platforms facilitate exchange or
transactions between different users, buyers, or
suppliers. Typical examples are Uber, Airbnb, eBay,
and also digital labour markets matching employers
and workers (i.e. Upwork, Amazon Mechanical Turk,
TaskRabbit).

• Integrated platforms facilitate both transactions
and the emergence of an innovation ecosystem.
The typical example is Apple, which has both
matching platforms like the App Store and a large
third-party developer ecosystem that supports
content creation on the platform. Other examples
are Google, Facebook, Amazon, and Alibaba.
Network effects are not exclusive to digital platforms
and determined also the success of analogue platforms
such as dating clubs, the telephone book, and credit
cards. These platforms faced some typical challenges
that limited the network effects, such as congestion (i.e.
typical for a dating club), the potential scale (limited for
the telephone book), and ‘Multi-Homing’, the possibility
for users to be associated with more than one platform
and to avoid lock-in (the case of credit cards where
consumers could use different systems). Digital
platforms potentially avoid all of these limitations
and, due to the special nature of digital goods, can
scale to dominance through network effects and lockin and thus create polarisation effects14. In view of
this potential for monopolistic or at least oligopolistic
outcomes, integrated digital platforms are described as
a source of concern by legal scholars15. These platforms
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offer services to end consumers and at the same time
incorporate vertical and horizontal competitors into
their own legal architecture. Some argue they are a
form of ‘quasi-infrastructure’ possibly that should be
subject to public utility and common carrier regulation.
In the more technological and industry-oriented
literature on Industry 4.0, however, the definition
of platforms and their functions takes a different
direction and does not focus so much on network
effects and possible competition and market structure
outcomes. One definition used in a recent report by
the EC16, for instance, emphasises three aspects:
a) community role to create connection as in social
networks; b) infrastructure role to provide the layers
and functionalities that enable users and partners to
innovate and create value; c) data role to make data
accessible and standardise data processing. The first
aspect is about network but in a less pronounced way
than in the economic literature on incumbent and large
digital platform. The second aspect basically coincides
with the innovation role of incumbent and large digital
platforms. The third aspect, fundamental for the
development of open innovation industrial platforms,
is rarely a characteristic of incumbent and giant digital
platforms.
Obviously, it is an open empirical question whether
Industry 4.0 platforms have the potential for scale to
dominance in the same degree has occurred for the
integrated digital platforms that currently dominate
certain consumer sectors. There are several aspects
of the industrial value chains that may limit network
effects and scale to dominance, such as differentiation,
heterogeneity, and also the fact that vertical and
horizontal integration make ‘Multi-Homing’ likely and
lock-in more difficult. On the other hand, one cannot rule
out that some of the incumbent integrated platforms
may expand into industrial sectors. It is not our role to
go deeper into these platform aspects here because of
the limited scope of this report, but the broader context
of Industry 4.0 and platformisation should be kept in
mind.
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SEIZING OPPORTUNITIES AND
MANAGING RISKS
The new technological capabilities can trigger
innovations in products, services and business models,
increasing efficiency, effectiveness and productivity, as
well as consumers’ welfare and satisfaction. Industry
4.0 can help improve the quality of life of European
citizens, while boosting the European economy.
European industry could build on its strengths and
seize these opportunities. In the more optimistic
predictions there will be positive impacts in terms of
increased productivity, more revenues, and even more
employment as new jobs will more than compensate
those lost to automation of production and to
digitisation of processes. Furthermore, there is the
potential to enhance cognitive diversity and collective
intelligence, allowing human workers to do more diverse
activities, become more efficient and undertake more
creative, fulfilling labour17. One could also envisage
workers without employers in a system breaking down
rigid organizations and internal labour markets and
liberating workers’ autonomy 18.
At the same time, the impact of the current digital
transformation may be uneven at various levels: within
a country with social and regional disparities leading
to labour market polarisation and soaring inequalities;
between large companies and SMEs that may face
difficulties in participating in Industry 4.0 supply chains
due to costs, risks, reduced flexibility and reduced
strategic independence19; or between different sectors
of the economy.
The growth enabled by technology will give benefits
but can also produce negative effects for European
economies and societies. Industry 4.0 may benefit
certain social groups and/or regions and/or countries,
while leaving others behind. In addition, the potential
erosion of the tax base due to less employed people
paying taxes and contributions whilst digital platforms
and transactions are increasingly elusive to taxation,
may seriously challenge the European Social Model
and its underlying welfare and social policies. The
digitalisation of economy and society also profoundly
impact upon how our free market liberal democracies
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function. In sum, there are also risks in terms of social
cohesion and of the regulation modes that make the
fabric of our society thick20.

the ‘US, Japan, China and South Korea.’22 Will Industry
4.0 strengthen the EU industry or will leadership be
passed to the new emerging economies such as China23.

From a European perspective there is considerable risk
that most European firms will remain cloud computing
service consumers rather than providers. This concern
about global level competition is clearly stated in the
EC communication on digitising industry21. Also the
European Parliament (EP) warns that European industry
may be forced to adopt and live with standards set by

Europe must find policy responses that strengthen
its industrial leadership and capture the opportunities
inherent in the Platform Economy. This report intends
to support this process by focusing its scope on two
essential policy instruments, namely tax and labour
regulations.
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1. OBJECTIVES
AND APPROACH
The current digital transformation has
developed so far in a quasi-anarchic
fashion, often in areas not fully
regulated, thus creating many faits
accomplis, including the use of data
and market structure, as well as forms
of businesses and employment. New
challenges have arisen which leave both
policy makers and business leaders
struggling to find optimal solutions. In
the process of digital transformation
Europe tends to be on the demand side
in many domains, whereas the US and
China are in the supply side.
The objective of this study is present policy options
for the use of taxation and labour market intervention
in view of emerging developments of industrial digital
platforms, AI and related technologies, that would
stimulate Industry 4.0 in Europe and in so doing create
economic growth and social cohesion.
It can be operationalised by considering taxation
and labour regulation instruments in terms
of the following dimensions and questions:
1. Economy. The balance between labour and capital
within manufacturing firms, given how companies
will specify their set of tasks in view of emerging
technological innovations (i.e., automation,
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robotisation, digitisation). Can interventions spur
innovation without radically disrupting employment
or create neutrality in the choice between machine
and labour without hampering innovation? What
effect can these instruments have on the market
structure and geopolitical competition (also in
relation to platformisation)? What interventions
can preserve diversity, competition, and
innovation and reinforce Industry 4.0 in Europe?
2. Society. Is social cohesion threatened, for example
by polarisation in access to employment, two-tier
labour markets with sharp gaps between workers
in standard work and those in Non-Standard
Work (NSW), wage differentials and inequality and
access to welfare benefits?24 Can interventions
mitigate crises in the regulatory set-up that
may be produced by technical change? Can we
increase fairness in our socio-economic systems?
3. Politics. What are the implications for political
stability and related risks, including geopolitical and
global competition aspects of current and future
digital transformation and innovation? Can policy
interventions with the chosen instruments mitigate
such risks?
In the pursuit of the aim of the study, a methodology
combining secondary source analysis and interaction
with experts was adopted. A very comprehensive
scoping review was performed that brings together the
scientific literature with a vast array of other sources
(industry reports, policy documents, etc.)25. Policy
scenarios have been developed using the two chosen
policy instruments: taxation and broadly-defined labour
markets interventions.
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2. TRENDS AND
PERSPECTIVES:

OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS

Utopian and dystopian narratives
surround the heralded advent of AI and
Industry 4.0, as has often been the case
with technological innovations over the
past 300 years. This section presents an
overview of trends and current debate
from economic, social and technological
perspectives
In Section 2.1 the limited information and stylised facts
on current trends are summarised. Then in Section 2.2
the main perspectives and hypotheses on the effects
on the workplace are considered (this is complemented
by the Technical Annex), followed in Section 2.3 by some
more speculative discussion of the possible evolution of
coordination mechanisms. This is concluded in Sections
2.4 and 2.5 by a summary overview of, respectively,
main opportunities and risks.

2.1 TRENDS
Automation and digitisation have yet to reach the
mainstream and the evidence base on their socioeconomic impacts is patchy: Despite extensive
discussion on the potential impact of AI and robots,
there is almost no systematic empirical evidence on
their economic effects. This should come as no surprise
as the full-blown harnessing of AI and robotics is yet to
take place. AI, machine learning and smart robots are
expected according to the Gartner Hype Cycle to have
widespread adoption in both industry and services

within the next 10 years26. However, there is still a gap
between expectation and implementation possibly
due to lack of adequate Technology Readiness Levels27
(i.e. the level of applicability of the technology) and
of the investments required28. According to analyst
Roland Berger, for Europe to catch up with its global
competitors and maintain its status as an industrial
power, European companies need to invest around
€1.35 trillion into Industry 4.0 over the next 15 years
(i.e. €90 billion per year)29
Data from World Robotics 2016 and 201730 show that
at a global level most industrial robots are present in
the automotive sector. An EC report (2016)31 discussing
the use of industrial robots in Europe found that, while
almost half of manufacturers of rubber and plastic
products and manufacturers of transport equipment
already use industrial robots in their production
processes, only one out of five in the textile industry
did so32. The countries in the EU with the highest
number of industrial robots per 10,000 employees in
manufacturing 2012 were Germany, Sweden, Italy,
Spain and France.
European firms have yet to fully embrace new digital
technologies: In a recent survey of EU businesses, 75%
of respondents said they regarded digital technologies
as an opportunity, but over 41% had yet to adopt any
of the new advanced digital technologies33. Deficiencies
in resources and effective engagement of SMEs are
important barriers to adoption, as are scaling up and
imbalance between governance levels and different
industrial and sectoral interests. Lack of capacity and
weak planning and monitor mechanisms are other
barriers34. In Europe only 6% of ICT and professional
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FIGURE 1: Platform economy: Europe lagging behind (bubble size: market capitalisation as of December 31, 2017;
source: platformeconomy.com, after Evans and Gawker).

services companies are making strategic and intense
use of data, and data specialists are less than 1%
of employed personnel35. More than 50% of all data
centres in OECD countries are in the US36 and limited
access to data and data analytics will make it difficult
for European companies to compete in global markets.
In general, there is still little awareness about Industry
4.0 outside a key group of stakeholders37. A 2015
monitoring report of the German Federal Government
indicated that in Germany, the first country to launch
an Industry 4.0 policy initiative, adoption of advanced
digital technology was low and expected to continue
to be so at least until 202038. The same year a survey
among German firms by the ZEW (2015) showed that
only 18% of all firms are familiar with the concept
“Industrie 4.0” . Another survey shows that 90 per cent
of the members of the Federation of German Industries
(Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie) recognise the
great challenges posed by Industry 4.0 for the future,
but only 12 per cent feel prepared40.
Europe lags behind the US and Asia in digital platforms:
In Europe there are currently many policy initiatives
and projects in the domain of Industry 4.0 platforms
spanning several sectors, from smart factories to
healthcare, and agriculture. Yet, these are still at an
early stage of developments and there is an insufficient
evidence base from which to extrapolate basic trends41.
A global survey of platforms by Evans and Gawer
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shows that the largest transaction, innovation, and
integrated digital platforms currently originate mostly
in the US and Asia42. This is based on their typology of
integrated platforms including both transactions and
innovative production. The result (see Figure 1) shows a
clear dominance of US and Chinese platforms and very
marginal roles played by European ones.
In the Introduction the differences were explained
between these end-user oriented platforms and
potential Industry 4.0 platforms. Industry platforms
may become successful in Europe, but it cannot be ruled
out that some of the incumbent end-user platforms
may expand into industrial sectors also in Europe.
It was for this reason that European Commissioner
Günther Oettinger warned at an industrial conference in
2015 that Apple’s plan to move into car manufacturing
represented a huge threat to the European automotive
industry, because it would be Apple that designs the
car and provides its information systems, whereas
European manufacturers might become only suppliers
of metal parts43.
Aside of geo-political concerns, from the perspective of
future European industrial growth, it is important that
Industry 4.0 platforms create an open and pluralistic
innovation ecosystem, avoiding the risk of market
closure. Given European industrial strength, open
innovation is a main guarantee of growth.
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2.2 WORKPLACE
Estimates of the quantitative effects of automation on
employment are uncertain and highly contentious: One
aspect that has attracted significant attention is the
extent to which technologies such as AI and robotics
will reduce the overall number of jobs. This issue is not
confined to manufacturing, since service sectors too
are increasingly exposed to AI-based innovations. The
available estimates are still very uncertain and differ
widely both in academic and non-academic reports (see
more in Section 4.5 of the Technical Annex). They range
from the risk of computerisation of 47% jobs in the US
estimated by Frey and Osborne44 to only 9% of job loss in
OECD countries projected by Arntz et al45. Or from 57%
of job losses in OECD countries according to Citi Bank
and Oxford University46, to the 14% estimated by OECD
researchers47. Recent compilations48 of estimates on
the effects of automation on jobs renders this variability
very clearly, with a difference of an order of magnitude.
For example, worldwide estimated jobs losses by 2030
range from between 400 and 800 million according
to McKinsey49 up to the 2 billion projected by futurist
Thomas Frey50.
Effects of automation on productivity and growth could
be significant: A blossoming debate on the effects of
robotisation on productivity and growth, and especially
on employment and inequality currently engages
economists, policy analysts, and media commentators.
Are we really nearer to a singularity cusp with AI
surpassing humans than we have ever been before
in history? The media have revived the ‘technological
singularity thesis’ originally formulated in the 1950s
and popularised in a best-selling book in 200551. The
singularity occurs when an intelligence explosion
creates machines far surpassing all human intelligence,
leading to full substitution of human workers by robots
and to unprecedented growth rates.
According to mainstream economic analysis the
advent of a singularity seems unlikely52 and it is noted
that all previous expectations and predictions that
technical change would cause long term structural
unemployment have so far proven wrong53. The
prevalent view among economists is that automation
both substitutes and complements human work;

as some tasks are digitised and workers displaced,
new tasks emerge where human labour has an
advantage (see § 4.1 of the Technical Annex). Various
compensation mechanisms reduce the possibility of
structural long-term technological unemployment (i.e.,
through decrease in prices, wages, productivity gains
making use of labour more cost-effective, introduction
of new products, new investments, etc.)54. The result
of the ongoing automation is not clear yet and will
depend on the long-run rental rate of capital relative to
wages (only if it is sufficiently low would the long-ruw
n equilibrium involve all tasks being automated). These
models, however, recognise that in the short term
some negative effects may occur (unemployment, job
polarisation, wage inequality) and affect workers with
low skills or performing routine tasks, as the new jobs
created by technological innovation will require new
skills.
While the most extreme predictions can be discounted,
current indications give cause for concern: Leaving aside
the Singularity thesis, the question remains whether
the Fourth Industrial Revolution will be so radical as to
overturn the optimism one could derive by looking at
the past. In the last twenty years we have witnessed
several patterns that may support the emergence of a
more worrying scenario such as: a) de-industrialization;
b) stagnant wages and divergence between productivity
growth and wage growth, c) declining labour force
participation, d) soaring inequality and job polarization;
e) growing fragmentation and casualisation of work.
Current trends towards fragmentation of work may be
compounded by the further digitisation of economic
activities. Traditional full-time labour contracts look
set to be further undermined55. A report by Eurofound
identified various new and/or alternative forms of
employment, including temporary contracts, freelance
work, mini jobs, vouchers, ‘zero-hour contracts’, and
small jobs being intermediated through digital labour
platforms56. The emergence of this trend can be traced
back to the mid-1990s57, when new work arrangements
began to be introduced and regulated widely in Europe,
both at national and EU levels. Key drivers in this respect
were the Directives on part-time work (1997), fixedterm contracts (1998), and temporary agency contracts
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(2008)58. From the 1990s until the start of the Great
Recession in 2007-2008 in OECD26 (excluding the USA
for which data is not available and including EU21) nonstandard forms of employment accounted for about
50% of all job creation extending to 60% from the crisis
year until 2013. On average 33% of total employment
in OECD countries is in the form of NSW with wideranging differences among countries: as low as 20% in
Eastern Europe to up to 46% in the Netherlands59.

2.3 MARKETPLACE
The literature on the potential platformisation of the
economy and its effects is scarce and we cannot rely on
the well-developed hypotheses and models available
for the effect on the workplace; hence, below we present
a few considerations based on informed speculation.
The rise of highly integrated digital platforms could lead
to new oligopolies and monopolies: One phenomenon
forecast by experts is that the organisation of different
parts of value chains through new technological
capabilities will give rise to Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPS). CPS would enable the geographical dispersion
and fragmentation of production chains, facilitating
mass customisation, just in time production, and
optimisation of inventory. Industry documents and
reports by consulting companies argue that this can
only happen if some form of centralised governance is
implemented. The virtualisation of supply chains and
the abatement of silos is seen as achievable only if
the integrated chain (seamlessly connecting suppliers,
manufacturing, logistics, warehousing, and customers)
is ‘driven through a cloud-based command centre’60.
Centralisation is not a certainty, however, and bottom
up alternatives are possible; for instance, in usercontrolled blockchain-guaranteed platforms. Yet, the
issue remains as to what coordination mechanisms
will emerge to steer fully digitised and integrated
value chains, who will control such mechanisms, and
whether or not they can lead to increasing oligopolistic
and monopolistic market settings. It is, thus, from a
policy and regulatory angle relevant to look at Industry
4.0 with respect to potential marketplace effects and
possibly drawing lessons from the platform economy as
it has developed so far. If we limit ourselves to what is
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in existence and has reached scale, we see in consumer
platforms mostly centralised governance and at best
oligopolistic (with only a few players) conditions.
Platforms represent a new structure for organising
economic and social activities and appear as a hybrid
between a market and a hierarchy61. They are match
makers like traditional markets, but they are also
company heavy in assets and often quoted in the
stock exchange. Platforms, therefore, are not simply
technological and economically focussed, they also
have a social dimension that needs considering.
Network effects from use of a platform may foster
the rise of monopolies, or at least oligopolies, since it
is advantageous to stick for example with one search
engine, or one social network, or one online retailer
resulting in an agglomeration of power in the hands of
a small number of corporations. Similarly, in industrial
markets network effects can accrue from the use of
applications and services that comply with certain
standards (whether formal or non-formal) that are
facilitated by the platforms. Markets for platforms
tends to be highly concentrated both for supply and
demand side factors. On the supply side platforms
have zero marginal cost and scale without mass, lower
barriers to expansion, and with globalisation they can
reach global dominance. On the demand side there are
network effects (the value for each user increase with
the number of other users).
The Platform Economy raises new issues in relation
to market regulation and competition. From a legal
perspective, integrated platforms are not simply
corporations but a form of ‘quasi-infrastructure’62.
Indeed, in their coordination function, platforms are as
much an institutional form as a means of innovation
and should be regulated accordingly63. This focus on the
platform dimension of Industry 4.0 clearly emerges in
the two EC communications on digitising industry and
on artificial intelligence64.
Competition law identifies several important issues
posed by digital platforms65. Firstly, the diffusion of
mobile devices amplifies market power by providing
a gateway to complementary applications. Secondly,
controlling access to its own service, which affects
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the services and products of others may amount to
bottleneck monopoly. Thirdly, and most importantly,
customer data and information are critical and strategic
assets and inputs to production. Platforms’ own data
and the data from other producers using the platforms
can create considerable market power and competitive
advantages.
Market concentration within the Platform Economy
presents new regulatory challenges. Firstly, the
classical argument is that dominant firms are eventually
disrupted; yet, empirically in the last 5-10 years turnover at the top within the digital space has all but
decreased66. Secondly, it is claimed that the market
leaders need to innovate to maintain their position
and they thus ensure the best value for markets and
consumers; but recently we have seen big platforms
taking over potential competitors in pre-emption
strategies. Thirdly, one positive effect of a dominant
player is that it creates standards that are good for
users and for integrating innovation; on the other hand,
however, proprietary standards render users captive,
reduce competition and diversity of innovation, while
proprietary use of data creates a strong competitive
edge.

2.4 OPPORTUNITIES
Industry 4.0 can deliver both tangible and intangible
gains to the European economy and society, some of
which are briefly summarised below, with just a few
selective quantifications.
Tangible economic gains relate to efficiency,
productivity, increased revenues and investments.
Resource and time efficiency matched with productivity
gains can increase industry revenues and boost
global competitiveness. Real-time networking of
industrial processes makes production cheaper, more
sustainable, and efficient. Digital networking allows
the direct involvement of customer demands and the
cost-effective customization of products and services.
Insights in customer behaviour could provide enormous
potential for new products, services, and solutions that
could enrich people’s everyday lives. The promise is

about efficiency in its purest form: maximum flexibility
with the perfect flow of value creation. As Germany
has been the first to launch Industry 4.0 initiatives, it
is the country for which most quantitative estimates
are available. Boston Consulting Group (BSC), estimated
that Industry 4.0 will contribute about 1 percent per
year to German GDP over ten years (additional revenue
growth of about €30 billion per year), create as many as
350,000 net jobs (610,000 will be lost to automation,
but 960,000 new jobs will be created), and add €250
billion to manufacturing investment (or 1 to 1.5 percent
of manufacturers’ revenues)67. Also, for Germany,
Fraunhofer estimated productivity gains of around €78
billion in six sectors over a period of almost ten years: a
yearly sectoral average of 1.7 per cent could be achieved
as additional gross added value68.
Data-driven innovation will bring major economic
benefits. Another source of potential economic gains is
the full deployment of big data and data analytics, as
stressed by the European Policy Strategic Centre (EPSC),
the EC Think Tank69. EPSC cites research according to
which, even limited use of big data analytics solutions by
the top 100 EU manufacturers could boost EU economic
growth by an additional 1.9% by 2020. Citing empirical
econometric estimations70, EPSC also stresses that
data-driven decision-making has been found to have a
5-6% higher output and productivity. Economic benefits
would also spill over whether the needed investments
to implement Industry 4.0 would be realised.
Automation and AI could augment human work and
have positive impacts on the workplace: Besides these
tangible economic gains, positive expectations exist
also about a more human form of work, as well as about
increases in high-skilled and well-paid jobs to which an
increasing number of retrained individuals could have
access. A recent report by Tata Communications71,
explores the idea of ‘multiplicity’ put forward by scholar
Ken Goldberg72. In the multiplicity scenario groups of
machines and humans collaborate to solve problems
and innovate. Multiplicity is seen as offering a realistic
and inclusive alternative to the Singularity Thesis,
with systems of diverse combinations of humans and
machines working together. The picture emerging
is that AI has the potential to enhance collective
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intelligence and intellectual diversity, allowing human
workers to do more diverse thinking, become more
efficient, and undertake more creative, fulfilling labour.

2.5 RISKS
As the EP has noted, alongside potential benefits digital
innovation also brings risks73. Negative externalities
concern polarisation, the future of employment and
social security, difficulties for SMEs, and the risk that
Europe may have to accept standards and regulation
being implemented by foreign jurisdictions (U.S., China,
Japan, South Korea). These issues are further discussed
below.
Automation and digitisation risk polarising work and
exacerbating labour market inequalities: Firstly, there
are the risks associated with increased polarisation
and the future of work. On polarisation and inequality
Guellec and Paunov have shown empirically how
digital innovation is strongly associated (statistically)
with increasing inequality: market rents extracted
from digitalisation accrue to top managers, capital
investors and employees of dominant firms, whereas
income of average workers is stagnant and declining74.
They further point out that digital innovation is made
possible by the increase of fluidity and reduced frictions
and barriers performed by digital platforms that, in turn,
through network effects ultimately lead to winnertake-all market structures. This can be observed in
the consolidation of the position of the so-called GAFA
(Google Apple Facebook Amazon).
Challenges to the taxation and social security systems:
Automation and digitisation alongside flexibilization
are a source of uncertainty for how work in the future
will be organised. Work is a way to maintain a dignified
place in society and when large numbers of people
are no longer able to find a job ‘the functioning of the
entire community may be impaired’75. If technological
unemployment and intermittent employment become
structural, then job polarisation and inequality may
increase further76. At the same time expenditure for
social protection may become unstainable due to lower
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tax and social security contributions from a smaller
work force77. There is a danger that the combination
of robotisation and platformisation may profoundly
erode the tax base. The challenge will be dealing
simultaneously with the tax base and unemployment
and non-standard work (NSW), so that ‘social policy
can cover the needs of not just those outside the labour
market but even many inside it’ thus avoiding a crisis of
the welfare state78.
Escalating shortages in digital skills across the
economy: Strong attention is given to the danger that
the combination of robotisation and platformisation
may profoundly erode the tax base. It must be also
noted, however, that the economic literature on
automation points out that, as tasks are re-specified as
a result of automation and digitisation, new demand for
certain type of skills will emerge and give rise to labour
shortages at least in the short term. In some European
countries, for instance, focus is more on labour
shortages and in particular for jobs requiring digital
skills. Hugh shortages emerge in innovative knowledge
intensive sectors. But, partly caused by the retiring of
the baby boom generation, labour shortages also occur
in more traditional labour-intensive sectors such as
education, health and other public service sectors. It
is yet not clear to which extent this is a short term or
rather more structural phenomenon.
Ability to master digitisation will be key to firms’
competitiveness: Established industries in all sectors
face competitive pressures as a result of digitisation
and automation. Economic competition tends to be a
zero-sum game, where benefits for some are losses
for others. If Europe’s traditional industries are unable
or unwilling to leverage the current possibilities, and
especially if they do not understand the implications
of data-driven strategy, they will be unable to provide
the customised and smart products and services future
markets will demand. Across all sectors, SMEs will be
most directly affected, either through lack of awareness
or lack of the resources needed for the investments.
Platformisation brings new challenges in terms of
privacy and ethics: There is a risk of monopolistic
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market effects produced by platformisation, as well as
ethical and individual liberty issues. Data ownership and
the protection of personal data and privacy still need to
be addressed, given that applications and appliances
will communicate with each other and with databases
without humans intervening or possibly without them
even being aware of what is going on. Due to their
reliance on data-driven decision systems, CPS need
ever more behavioural data and may require a complete
overhaul of existing infrastructure. Luciano Floridi notes
that in the practice of robotics the design of a robot’s
environment (called the envelop) is as important as the
design of the robot itself79. So, CPS and/or integrated
platforms may become new infrastructures that
determine the architectures of choice for every aspect
of our lives. The effects in the marketplace could spill
over to the domain of societal impacts and individual
liberties.
From the perspective of orthodox economic and
managerial thinking, concerns about market structures
in Industry 4.0 are just ways to call for unnecessary
and distortive governmental interventions (i.e.

industrial policy, new competition regulation, etc.). The
argument is that innovation will overturn incumbents,
as the constant disruption that characterises digital
ecosystem giants comes and goes. If platform markets
are oligopolistic, for a European firm it is irrelevant
where the headquarters of a platform operator is
located. The opposite view is that current technological
developments in the context of informationalism and
platformisation may threaten market competition and
the very ethical and legal foundations of free market
democracies80. It is, therefore, relevant to ask questions
about whether Industry 4.0 platforms will reproduce
oligopolistic or monopolistic tendencies, as well as
which kind of platforms from which countries may
end up in a dominant position. How pluralistically open
or monopolistically closed will the market structure
of Industry 4.0 become? Can incumbent integrated
platforms from the US (or new platforms from China)
get the upper hand and encroach European industry?
This domain of change has geopolitical implications
for global economic competition, as recognised also by
American commentators81.
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3. FROM SCENARIOS
TO SMART POLICY
3.1 POSSIBLE POLICY RESPONSES
Most European countries have an Industry 4.0 policy
initiative in place82. These initiatives focus mostly on
industrial and R&D policies and tend not to address
the main strategic and more controversial issues
presented previously, both in the Introduction and in
Section 2. Hence, before moving toward scenarios,
we consider first the most debated issues and related
possible interventions with respect to the instruments
selected for this paper: labour market broadly-defined
regulation; and taxation. We will nevertheless keep the
broader picture in mind and at the end of Section 3 point
to other possible interventions concerning the risks
of platformisation that cannot be addressed directly
through either labour market or tax interventions.

LABOUR MARKET AND SOCIAL PROTECTION
The future of work will be for sure about intermittent
and insecure employment forms83, but also about new
skills and possible labour shortages in specific sectors.
Within such context, labour market and social policies
need to face opposing challenges and trade-offs and
there are different possible approaches, of which we
consider three: flexicurity with a social investment
bent, unconditional basic income, and selective restandardisation of labour contracts with tax reductions
on labour.
A first possible approach is to focus both on
unemployment and all forms of non-standard work
(NSW). To do so effectively workers rather than jobs
should be protected. One approach to this challenge is
called ‘flexicurity’ (labour flexibility in the regulation of
contracts plus social security)84, ensuring eligibility to
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disability, pension, and other benefits are independent
from the employment status of the person85. Flexicurity
regimes, of course, can provide either more or less
generous social protection86. We need to ensure that
flexicurity is implemented in coherence with the
emerging flexibility of labour contracts. This will need
what we call (extended) Flexicurity 4.0. In this concept,
social protection includes all domains of social benefits
(incl. general education and health care), training and
active labour market policies that promote labour
market transitions and avoid crystallisation of twotier labour markets. It would include labour contracts,
though flexible, being reliable and incentivising
formalisation (i.e. for those countries with sizeable
informal economies) and transition toward open-ended
contracts. Flexicurity 4.0 could be seen as being inspired
by a social investment approach for all, facilitating
flexibility in life transitions. It requires investment in
human capital early on and throughout life, enabling
adaptability to current and upcoming technological and
social innovations87. Education, training and new skills
are an important part of Flexicurity 4.0.
A second approach is to pay citizens an unconditional
basic income that would guarantee access to basic
necessary goods. This idea was first promoted twentyfive years ago by Philippe Van Parijs . Pilot projects are
taking place in Scotland, Finland and elsewhere outside
of Europe89. This idea finds opponents on both sides of
the political spectrum. Some argue that it is too costly
and would excessively reduce the supply of labour
(this is a reasonable concern given labour shortages
in selected sectors). Others say it might end up being
a de facto neo-liberalist solution allowing firms to
freely hire and fire (as costs are entirely borne by the
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public budget). A valid concern is that citizens are given
money, but that it does not guarantee that they will
have adequate access to healthcare, housing, and other
entitlements that make up the social fabric of society as
we know it. The latter issue could be solved by retaining
publicly-provided education and healthcare and use of
basic income only for unemployment benefits, basic
pension rights, and child benefits. Recently, Soete after
reviewing the current labour market developments
related to technological innovation, has supported the
introduction of a basic income to be financed through
the introduction of a ‘bit tax’90.
A third approach, especially in relation to earlier cited
labour shortages in certain sectors, is radically different
from both Flexicurity 4.0 and unconditional basic
income. This amount to a return to more fixed and
guaranteed jobs and increasing the cost of firing labour.
In this third approach labour market regulation and
taxation overlap. One possibility is to incentivise firms
to use standard contracts (or the gradual transition
from non-standard to standard labour contracts) so
as to reduce the tax wedge on labour. This would help
achieve neutrality in the choice between workers and
robots without introducing a capital or robot tax. A
second possibility is selective R&D incentives linked
to hiring experts rather than investing in technology.
In the Netherlands, the R&D tax incentive provided to
enterprises called WBSO/RDA91 is directed towards
the wage costs of scientists and engineers. The same
principle applies to the extensive fiscal R&D support
facility offered in Belgium.

FORMS OF TAXATION
Tax changes can come in various ways, from across the
board to selective and delimited incentives. And there
are various different taxes, e.g. on income, capital,
value added, property, consumption, etc. An even basic
review of these possibilities is beyond our scope and
space, and we focus only on the two possibilities that
have been most debated recently: ‘the robot tax’ and a
‘digital intermediary tax’ (see also § 5.4 of Annex II).
Recently, ‘robot tax’ entered the political debate as
a result of a proposal presented to the EP by MEP

Mady Delvaux92. The proposal underscored the ‘need
to introduce corporate reporting requirements on the
extent and proportion of the contribution of robotics and
AI to the economic results of a company for the purpose
of taxation and social security contributions’. The public
reaction to this proposal has been overwhelmingly
negative for practical as well as ideological reasons,
with the notable exception of Bill Gates, who endorsed
it93. Eventually in early 2017, the EP voted it down
citing concerns over stifling innovation94. But increasing
attention is now being given to the tax side of AI95.
In June 2017 South Korea announced limits on tax
incentives for businesses investing in automation. In
its recently announced tax law revision plan, the Moon
Jae-in administration said it will downsize the tax
deduction benefits that previous governments provided
to enterprises96. In OECD countries there are substantial
tax incentives (i.e., credits) in support of R&D and
innovation and/or of technological infrastructure97.
They include, among others, R&D tax credits,
allowances, payroll withholding tax, social security
contributions or accelerated depreciation of R&D
capital. Some incentives are directed to the labour side
rather than to equipment and infrastructure, although
these are less widespread. If measures would restore
tax neutrality between machines and people, it might
improve efficiency by allowing firms to decide on use
of workers or machines without tax-based bias. If tax
policies encourage innovation through automation, this
gives firms an incentive to replace workers with robots,
even when workers might otherwise be better98.
Other forms of tax can be based on a levy on: (i) online
advertising, (ii) seller/buyer fees transacted via online
intermediaries and marketplaces and (iii) the sale of
user data. We will call such a tax a Digital Intermediary
Tax (DIT). It would be due by firms with significant digital
presence in a Member State based on revenue, numbers
of users and contracts. The EC proposed in March 2018
two directives aimed at a similar tax99. These proposals
have been rejected by the Council in December 2018.
Essentially, a DIT introduces a destination base taxation
that would: a) shift tax revenues to the EU with its
large user market from other countries with a high
concentration of digital intermediaries; b) reduce the
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scope for tax competition within the EU. Unlike a robot
or capital tax, a DIT does not affect the physical capital
side of the transformation process, but the digital
intermediaries owning the digital platforms. In this
respect, it is neutral to innovation investments in AI,
automation, and digitisation inside manufacturing.
A DIT would bear some resemblance to the ‘bit tax’
proposed more than twenty years ago by Soete and
Kamp100. The bit tax idea was simple: levy an excise
duty on the use of digital infrastructure just as is done
for the fuel of motor vehicles using our roads. The
argument that this would be already covered by VAT is
flawed since revenues from advertising accrue to large
platforms mainly from digital services provided for free.
The bit tax focused on all uses of digital communication,
whereas the DIT can be read as implicitly targeting the
large global social media firms and platformisation.

3.2 SCENARIOS: CORPORATE
TAXATION AND LABOUR MARKET
REGIME
The scenarios presented in Figure 2 aim at helping
define a course of action to boost Industry 4.0 in
Europe in a way that combines growth and cohesion.
Making scenarios extreme, also through several
simplifications101, enables to capture collectively (by all
four scenarios) most of the possible features that will
characterise the future, including those aspects policy
makers may want to avoid. The scenarios rest on two
underlying assumptions that characterise all of them: a)
labour market flexibility as a structural pattern that is to
stay (with exceptions for sectors facing labour shortages
where some re-standardisation of the labour contract
can be incentivised); b) the extensive existing regime of
R&D tax incentives for investments in technology are
maintained. Moreover, because taxation and labour
market regulation are not orthogonal (e.g. tax on
labour), we treat the taxation dimension as pertaining
only to corporate taxes and we consider changes in the
taxation of labour as part of the labour market regime
dimension.

The labour market regime has two extremes:1) Labourfriendly with Flexicurity 4.0 based on extensive social
protection and social investments (i.e. a strong emphasis
on skills and training) and is matched by tax measures
that can introduce neutrality in the choice between
workers and robots (cut of tax wedge and introduction
of human side R&D tax incentives). Labour is considered
as an active factor of digital transformation. 2) Labourneutral with full labour market flexibility without
extension of social protection. Labour is treated
residually and entirely as a commodity.
Along the dimension of corporate taxes, higher taxes
concern only introduction of a DIT but not of a capital
(robot) tax, while R&D tax incentive for investments in
machinery are retained. Lower taxes include retaining
R&D tax incentive for investments in machinery, but
also a cut in corporate taxes.
The Utopian scenario will lead to a dire financial crisis
of public finances as it would at the same time lower
taxes and increase spending. It would, most likely be
perceived as fair and be welcomed by a large spectrum
of social groups and stakeholders. This is a source of
political risk in that it could achieve wide support and
then fail to deliver leading to political instability.
In the Dystopian scenario higher taxes would not be
used to increase social protection. It would strengthen
the support to technological innovation for machineryrelated R&D without any investment in human capital.
The tax incentive would lead firms to substitute more
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FIGURE 2: Proposed scenarios
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workers by machines without extension of social
protection. NSW will increase with lower wages and
without improved access to welfare benefits, leading to
exclusion of a large group of workers. Without any real
attempt to seize opportunity and manage risks, political
instability would increase.
The Utopian and Dystopian scenarios are discarded
here outright. Both represent extremes that we do not
wish to slide into, unknowingly dragged by the forces of
digitalisation.
The two remaining scenarios have opposite ways to
support the digitalisation of industry. These opposites
we call: Ultra Social and Ultra-liberal. The former aims
at turning technological into social innovation by fully
transforming the mix between technology, economic
incentives and the social fabric, whereas the latter aims
at a fully liberal approach on technological innovation
and economic incentives. Below we give more detail.
Ultra-social
A DIT is introduced while retaining R&D machinerelated tax incentives, at the same time as a new
labour market regime is defined including Flexicurity
4.0 together with social investments and a cut of tax
wages. In addition, human-side R&D tax incentives and
incentives for re-standardisation of the labour contract
could be applied to selected sectors (i.e., those facing
shortages) and gradually. A DIT has no effect on the
productivity of manufacturing firms and limited effects
on digital platforms and company, as it is compensated
by R&D tax incentives for machinery. Considering also
the incentives to attract qualified workers and the social
investment in human capital, one can expect a positive
effect on productivity and economic growth.
Increased tax revenues from a DIT and growth are used
to finance Flexicurity 4.0, the cut of the tax wedge, and
incentives for human-side R&D. Reduced labour supply
(effect of more jobs in industry and flexicurity) will reduce
the share of NSW and increase wages, so increasing
inclusion and reducing polarisation. Under this scenario,
there would be three level playing field effects: a) on
platformisation by way of a DIT; b) increased neutrality

in the man-machine race through the labour-oriented
tax measures; c) less of a two-tier and more inclusive
labour market through Flexicurity 4.0. The perceived
fairness of the system by a majority of the citizenry will
increase and no strong political risks and opposition are
expected. The budgetary sustainability is moderate and
will depend on the size of tax revenues from a DIT, the
extent of productivity and growth, and on the actual
costs of Flexicurity 4.0.
Nevertheless, this scenario entails instability risks at the
geopolitical level, globally and within Europe. Globally,
strong opposition and lobbying by giant intermediary
platforms may cause retaliation by key geopolitical
competitors. The risk of tax competition from
geopolitical competitors and capital outflow exists but
is much lower than in the case of introducing a capital
tax. It also requires strong coordination at European
level to avoid tax competition between Members States
and labour migration for social protection
Ultra-liberal
This scenario entails cuts in corporate taxes and retaining
or even enlarging machine-related R&D tax incentives.
No new taxes are introduced, and social spending will
not increase given the labour market regime. There will
be no major social reform comparable to the Flexicurity
4.0. The combination of lower corporate taxes and R&D
tax incentives for machinery would spur innovation
and efficiency boosting productivity. Productivity can
be expected to increase more than in the Ultra-social
scenario. Capital becomes relatively less expensive and
profits after taxes will increase. Hence, manufacturing
firms would heavily invest in technology and substitute
workers with machines. Employment in industry would
decrease and the supply of labour outside industry will
increase. This will produce a larger share of NSW and
also at least some level of technological unemployment,
while wages will decrease.
Firms’ choices between man and machine will be
further biased in favour of the latter through taxation.
Polarisation and social exclusion will increase not only
in terms of wage differentials but also because of larger
corporate profits. Low social protection for NSW will
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FIGURE 3: Comparing the Ultra-social and Ultra-liberal Scenarios

further undermine social cohesion. This scenario will be
perceived as unfair by a majority of the citizenry, which
weakens social cohesion and creates political risks.
Without a DIT and under no changes in competition and
consumer protection policies, there is no global level
playing field on platformisation and a high risk that
the market power of existing giant digital platforms
increases and expands into Industry 4.0.
Risks in the relations with geopolitical competitors
should not arise; actually, capital inflow from outside
Europe may take place given lower corporate taxes. The
budget sustainability seems higher compared to the
Transformation scenario. There are less revenues from
tax cuts and R&D tax incentives, but little additional
social spending and more revenues can be expected
from economic growth and capital inflows.

3.3 CONCLUSIONS
The two contending scenarios highlight trade-offs as
shown in Figure 3. The two scenarios that are presented
in a narrative fashion in the previous section are here
rendered into a quantitative scale based on the same
economic logic (with the disclaimers given in section
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4.5 of the Technical Annex). Impacts go from very
negative (1) to very positive (7). Quantitative scores
are used for presentation purposes, drawn from the
qualitative assessments and given in comparative and
relative terms. For example, the maximum score 7 on
productivity (through innovation and efficiency) in the
Ultra-liberal scenario should be interpreted relative to
the 5 in the Ultra-social scenario. The lower taxes and
R&D incentives for machinery are expected to push
productivity more than the measures foreseen in the
Ultra-social scenario. In the same way, with opposite
effects, social cohesion is considered to be much
stronger in the Ultra-social scenario as argued in the
previous section.
When making use of labour market interventions
and corporate taxation there are just two realistic
options:
• the liberal market-driven approach;
• the approach giving strong attention to social
aspects.
The former maximises productivity effects but may
increase polarisation and lead to political instability
and has no level playing field effect. The latter
has a better outcome in terms of social cohesion
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through fairness (both factual and perceived) and
level playing field effects but entails some instability
risks, especially in terms of geopolitical relations and
competition.
However, the distinction between the two scenarios
above should not be seen in black and white. We can
look at them as being at the two extremes within a
continuum of possible approaches along the diagonal
that goes from one corner to the other. Dependent on the
political consensus achieved, a balanced combination
of elements from both scenarios can be constructed,
creating a labour-friendly environment with technical
and social innovation, leading to economic growth and
social cohesion.
This can be further illustrated by disentangling the
measures from the scenarios and integrating tax and
labour market interventions with interventions in the
domain of competition policy and data policy, as is the
case in the following radar diagrams. Fiscal policies
are legitimate instruments to address inequalities and
pursue level playing field effects. One should be careful
to avoid deterring innovation while trying to increase
competition102. The risk caused by less competition in
the market for platforms and data can be also addressed
through different policies103.

Access to, and ownership of data directly shape market
structures and distribution of revenues and profits in
digital transformation. The current large incumbent
platforms exclusively own the personal data they
collect, which is a source of competitive advantage and
rent. This can be countered by regulations allocating
rights on users’ data in a more equitable way, thus
fostering greater competition and innovation. In the
same way, new approaches to competition policy and
regulation are needed, aimed at defining market power
that is more attuned to the digitised world and less
to the past industrial economy. German and French
authorities in Europe have recently done some work on
platforms104. Learning from experiences with platforms
for connected and automated driving (which can be seen
as a somewhat more mature inspiration for industry
4.0 platforms), the EC indicated that ‘centralisation of
data might in itself not be sufficient to ensure fair and
undistorted competition between service providers’105.
So, data and competition policy to level the playing
field and ensure competition in the future of emerging
Industry 4.0 platforms should complement tax and
labour instruments.
Similar to the diagrams in Figure 3, in Figure 5 the
diagrams point out limits and trade-offs of specific
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individual measures in that each maximises only
certain aspects and is insufficient to strike the best
balance between seizing opportunities and managing
risks, or between our two chosen scenarios: the Ultraliberal giving growth-enhancing innovation and the
Ultra-social giving social cohesion enhancing fairness.
Nevertheless, Figure 5 suggests that a good and
balanced policy mix can be achieved by fine tuning and
mixing the various measures.
The diagrams in Figure 5 can be used to to develop
and strengthen the political consensus on the balance
between the two scenarios above, for example by a
strong industrial policy of investments, to stimulate
European platform development and take up, and
new data sharing and competition regulation.
Political cohesion internal in the EU is essential to
achieve the right balance for Industry 4.0 to produce
economic growth, social cohesion and European
solutions. InvestEU, Horizon Europe, Digital Europe,
and the related deployment, capabilities and
cohesion programmes in discussion, can support
this process.
It could be considered to pursue a coalition of labour
market decision-makers and innovation/technology
policy-makers in Europe to find such balance. EU
unity is also required to manage the global forces
in capital and technology, for example through the
OECD.
If Europe would be pushed to the extreme point of
the Ultra-liberal scenario, it is likely that European
Industry 4.0 platforms will be marginalised.
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4. TECHNICAL ANNEX
4.1 ON THE CONCEPT OF TWO- AND
MULTI-SIDED PLATFORMS
Since 2002, a growing body of economic literature has
analysed situations that broadly qualify as two-sided
or multi-sided markets106. These range from analogue
situations as in dating clubs to what are today called
digital platforms of various types. Two-sided or multisided markets or platforms are situations where one
operator (called market or platform) enables two or more
groups of users to interact (and in many cases transact)
in ways that at least one group and usually all groups
benefit directly or indirectly from having a growing
number of users on the other side(s). These are the so
called direct and indirect network effects. Initially, the
main focus of this literature was on payment systems,
auctions, operating systems, and media markets. Lately,
however, it has been increasingly applied to digital
platforms, some of which are the object of controversy
over whether or not they can be considered twosided107. This has implications for competition policy
and, in fact, also the most popular platforms of the
sharing economy have been considered as a possible
source of concern for competition policy108.
The economic theory explains how and why value is
created by both users and providers and is accumulated
by the platform owner. It explains how value generation
and profit making rely on crossed network externalities:
value on one side of the market depends on positive
network externalities on the other side. In some cases,
gratuity is the optimal price setting on one side of the
market (for example, Facebook). It also explains the
specific nature of unpaid digital labour, that is, users
providing ‘labour’, in the case of Facebook in the form
of content creation, without receiving a monetary
remuneration. As summarised by Codagnone &
Martens109, platforms internalise these network
externalities, by facilitating the matching between sides
and reducing transaction costs. Matching can be searchbased with fixed prices and still involve considerable
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search costs for consumers; or it can be a variable price
auction mechanism (entailing lower search costs) or
a variety of in-between mechanisms. The economics
provide important insights into the functioning of digital
platforms and into the policy concerns that they raise.
Digital platforms can generate strong network effects:
the value of a platform and the number of transactions
increases more than proportionally with the number
of participants. The higher the number of participants
already on the platform, the more others will want to
join because it increases consumer choice and boosts
markets for service suppliers.
The first to look at firms serving two different
types of customers and facing the ‘chicken and egg
problem’ were Gawer & Cusumano in 2002110 and
Caillaud & Julien in 2003111. These authors referred to
‘intermediary markets’ serving two distinct groups of
customers. The expression ‘two-sided market’ was first
introduced by Rochet & Tirole112. In parallel, Evans used
the expression ‘two-sided platforms’113 and was one
of the first to systematically apply this perspective to
the digital economy114. On the other hand, Parker & Van
Alstyne were converging on ‘two-sidedness’ coming
from network and information theory115. Rysman116
also used the expression ‘two-sided strategies’ to
convey the idea that there are choices made by agents
rather than an imposed endogenous industry structure.
Hagiu & Wright also looked at multi-sided platforms
as a matter of firms’ strategic choices117. Building on
the theory of the firm, they framed these choices as a
trade-off between being a Multi-Sided Platforms (MSP)
or a vertical integrated firm, or between controlling
versus enabling.
There are different approaches to identify the conditions
of two-sidedness, which can be ascertained only
empirically considering specific cases. Following the
analysis presented by Li (2015), three approaches can
be identified with regard to how two or more groups
of users interact: (1) two groups of customers exert
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bilateral indirect network externalities; (2) only one
group of customer exerts unilateral indirect network
externalities on the other; and (3) the existence of
indirect network externalities is not necessary. In the
first approach indirect network effects on both sides are
fundamental and the role of the platform (intermediary)
is to internalise the externalities produced by the fact
that the decision of each set of agents affects the
outcomes of the other set of agents. In the second
approach the definition has been relaxed and it is
considered sufficient that network effects exist for at
least one group of customers. In the third approach,
proposed by Rochet & Tirole in 2006: ‘A market is twosided (a two sided platform exists) if the platform can
affect the volume of transactions by charging more to
one side of the market and reducing the price paid by
the other side by an equal amount; in other words, the
price structure matters, and platforms must design it so
as to bring both sides on board’118.
Whether or not a particular activity qualifies as a twosided market has relevant implications with respect,
for instance, to competition policy119. Many traditional
axioms of economic analysis that inspire competition
policy do not hold and should not be used when
markets are two-sided. For instance, pricing to one
side below marginal cost is not a predatory behaviour
but rather a common profit maximising strategy in
two-sided markets. Defining the relevant market for
antitrust purposes and looking at only one side can lead
to a market definition that is too narrow. Furthermore,
network effects can lead to tip toward a single dominant
platform120. The two-sided perspective has been used
by the European Commission (EC) and the EU courts, i.e.
the General Court (GC) and the European Court of Justice
(ECJ), when applying EU competition law121. Hence, the
question of which markets are two-sided has become
increasingly relevant122, although it remains an empirical
matter to be ascertained case by case123.
It is clear that digital platforms generating network
effects can give rise to monopolies, or at least
oligopolies, since it is advantageous to stick, for
example with one search engine, or one social network,
or one online retailer resulting in an agglomeration of
power in the hands of a small number of corporations.
Platform operators act as both infrastructure provider

and intermediary between supply and demand.
Commercial platforms are online spaces which instead
of the traditional supply and demand side also include
the platform provider itself. Software, which constitutes
the virtual architecture for these online spaces, runs
in rented data centres (that is the ‘cloud’). The two
opposing groups of users for supply and demand see
different and very limited front-ends of the platform,
that is small parts of the data and the processes of the
system. The providers of the platforms, however, can
access the back-end that gives them a complete big-data
overview of all the interactions between the two user
groups. Moreover, platform providers entirely monitor
and can influence the interactions and transactions
between the different sides. Through algorithms they
can filter who sees what, given certain conditions, what
features are available and what actions are possible.
It is a control implemented technically, through the
terms of condition, and also through the graphic
interface. This is a further aspect causing a systemic
power asymmetry but also information asymmetry
in favour of the platform providers (see also section
‘Information asymmetry and data protection’). The
three-sided structure of the intermediating platform
is also important for the providers, since it enables a
way to shift entrepreneurial risks, legal liabilities, the
cost of labour and the means of production to the other
two parties. Furthermore, the intermediating platform
is a non-material software product able to potentially
scale exponentially, but the providers do not have to
spend proportionally more on staff or other costs of
production.
There are, however, different conditions that may
favour or hamper scale to dominance by platforms.
Under clear network externalities the presence of
indirect network effects promotes larger and fewer
competing platforms. Only at some points and under
specific circumstances, positive externalities from more
participants may turn into negative externalities in the
form of congestion. In many cases there is a fixed cost of
providing a platform (i.e. investments over the years to
solve the chicken and egg challenge and bring two sides
on board), which means that economies of scale favour
large platforms and concentration. In physical matchmaking platforms (i.e. dating club) there are evident
physical limits to growth beyond which the problem
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of congestion arises. Congestion increases search and
transaction costs and it also affects digital platforms.
Unless solved otherwise (increasing size of dating club
or improving search and matching algorithm in digital
platforms), congestion limits growth and concentration.
Vertical integration (i.e. upscale and downscale online
market places) or horizontal integration (i.e., between
Airbnb and Homeaway) reduces size and concentration
and favours multi-homing whereby on one or on both
sides of the market users choose to join and use several
platforms. Heterogeneity of users and/or the object
of exchange make matching more difficult and reduce
the potential for scalability and concentration. So,
digital platforms can generate strong network effects,
reach scale and trigger competition policy questions,
although as seen scaling up to dominance (size) and
industry concentration are constrained by congestion,
heterogeneity, and multi-homing.

4.2 MAIN HYPOTHESES ON THE
EFFECT OF AUTOMATION
According to the Skill Biased Technological Change
(SBTC) hypothesis, computerisation will substitute
low skills jobs, meaning that the risk of jobs being
automated will mainly regard low-skilled and lowincome individuals. This hypothesis has not found
strong empirical corroboration and has left space to the
alternative Routine Biased Technological Change (RBTC)
hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, the amount of
routine involved by a job will determine the possibility
that it is automated and substituted by machines (being
computer or robot).
One of the main proponents of the RBTC hypothesis,
David Autor, has recently presented a more realistic
approach to the problem of automation, asking the
question why there are still so many jobs124. According
to Autor, one of the effects of automation on labour
market is also that of increasing the value of the
tasks that workers uniquely supply. So, there is both
substitution and complementarity between labour and
machines and the current polarisation of the labour
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market may not continue in the future.
Along the same line of reasoning, the model
proposed by Acemoglu & Restrepo envisages both
substitution and complementarity125. According to
these authors, technological innovation can either
directly displace workers from tasks that are fully
automated (displacement effect) or indirectly increase
labour demand by industry or jobs arising as a result
of technological progress (productivity effect). Only
if the long-run rental rate of capital relative to wages
is sufficiently low, then the equilibrium involves
automation of all tasks. Otherwise, the two types
of innovations will go hand-in-hand. Yet, they also
recognise that in the transitional period polarisation and
inequality may increase, driven by faster automation
and introduction of new tasks.

4.3 OVERVIEW OF ESTIMATES OF THE
EFFECTS OF AUTOMATION
Moving from hypotheses and models to econometric
estimations and forecasts, the evidence is not conclusive
or consensual. Frey and Osborne, in a much debated
and criticized paper126, using an occupation-based
approach estimated that 47% of total US employment
is at risk because of computerisation and robotization.
A replication of this methodology for Europe put the
share of workers that may be displaced by technological
change between 40% and 60% depending on the
country127. On the other hand, using a task-based
approach, a paper by the OECD estimates that in its
member countries the loss of job would reach maximum
on average 9% of employment128. One possible reason
for the high estimates of potential job loss by Frey and
Osborne is that their analysis is based on asking experts
the ‘automatibility’ of 70 occupations. But, as argued
in the OECD paper, experts tend to overestimate the
potential of new technologies. Technological capabilities
do not always and automatically turn into possibilities.
Technologies must be embedded into socio-economic
settings, which may delay and/or limit full deployment.
The extent to which human wisdom and pattern
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recognition can be really dispensed of and embedded
into machines is still debated and often overstated.
Finally, there are many ethical and legal obstacles and,
as put it provocatively in the cited OECD paper, how
an algorithm running a driver-less car should decide
between crashing into a car or a truck?
According to Bessen, it is too simplistic thinking that
just because computers can perform some tasks jobs
will be eliminated129. As an example of the opposite,
he shows that during the 90s automated teller
machines (ATMs) diffused enormously, reaching more
than 400,000 installed in the USA. Following the Frey
and Osborne argument one should expect a strong
reduction in the number of employees working as bank
tellers, instead these have been constantly growing
after 2000. In Bessen’s analysis, this happened because
banks increased the number of branches and because
those tasks that could not be automated became
more valuable: as banks pushed to increase their
market shares, tellers became an important part of
the ‘relationship banking team’. Many bank customers’
needs cannot be handled by machines, particularly
small business customers. Tellers who form a personal
relationship with these customers can help sell them on
high-margin financial services and products. The skills of
the teller changed: cash handling became less important
and human interaction more important. In another
contribution Bessen shows that estimates reject
computer automation as a source of significant overall
job losses, but he acknowledges that computerized
occupations substitute for other occupations, shifting
employment and requiring new skills. Because new
skills are costly to learn, computer use is associated with
substantially greater effect within the occupation wage
inequality130. In a more recent analysis Bessen analysed
US cotton textile, steel, and automotive manufacturing
industries to explore the share of technology in job
growth and decline. He concluded that most job losses
can be attributed to trade, the recession, and changing
consumer preferences and not much to technology131.
Acemoglu & Restrepo, in another contribution
using the data in the post-1990 era, found that one
additional robot per thousand workers reduced the US
employment-to-population ratio by 0.37 percent and

wages by 0.25-0.5 percent on average132. Graetz and
Michaels133, using data on a panel of industries in 17
countries from 1993-2007, found that industrial robots
increased labour productivity, total factor productivity,
value added and wages. In relation to employment,
robots had no significant effect on total hours worked,
but according to the authors there is some evidence
that they reduced the hours of both low-skilled and
middle-skilled workers. Goos et al, show a decrease in
the demand of mid-paid jobs in comparison to high and
low paid occupations, that can be explained both by the
RBTC and by task offshoring134. Dauth et al (2017)135
using data for Germany did not find significant negative
impact of robots on employment. While industrial
robots have a negative impact on employment in the
German manufacturing sector, there is a positive and
significant spill-over effect as employment in the
non-manufacturing sectors increases and, overall,
counterbalances the negative effect. Chiacchio et al
estimates the impact of industrial robots’ penetration
on local labour markets and find the negative impact of
robots on employment rate to be modest, while they do
not find robust significant impact on wages136.

4.4 SELECTIVE OVERVIEW OF THE
DEBATES ON TAXES
Goldin suggests financing social security by raising top
marginal income tax rates, increasing capital income
tax rates, introducing wealth taxes and reducing tax
avoidance137. Duchatelet points out the need to offset
the loss in funding by other means than taxing (low
wage) labour138. He suggests reducing the costs of
social security administration through efficiency gains
and using the profits of state-owned companies to fund
social security. He argues that the redistributive logic
behind social security funding needs to be reconsidered
and advocates higher taxes on areas such as energy
consumption as well as in gambling, alcohol and
tobacco. He is also in favour of a tax on products made
by robots (by increasing the VAT and/or the sales tax).
A common objection against the robot tax is that it puts
an additional burden on investments in a context of
economic slowdown and a lack of investment, notably
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due to austerity policies. A tax that would increase the
costs of robots in a context of cheap human labour
would delay increases in productivity. For example,
Zhang (2017) points out that tax authorities would need
to make ‘the perhaps impossible distinction between
labour-saving machines and labour-enhancing ones’
and to change the approach to taxing business
investment in equipment139.
Summers opposes the tax on the grounds that robots
not only increase output but also produce better goods
and services and therefore further taxation would stifle
innovation140. He argues for better redistribution of
wealth rather than hindering growth or drive production
offshore. His preference for addressing structural
joblessness through the public sector and the ’need to
take a more explicit role in ensuring full employment’
links with proposals advocating for the government
being an employer of last resort through a job guarantee.
Meyer proposes job guarantee schemes with
requalification/retraining as a key component that
could be used to strengthen the health and social
care sectors141. According to Schiller, a moderate
tax on robots that: ‘slows the adoption of disruptive
technology, seems a natural component of a policy to
address rising inequality. Revenue could be targeted
toward wage insurance, to help people replaced by new
technology make the transition to a different career.
This would accord with our natural sense of justice, and
thus be likely to endure’142.
Other alternative taxation schemes in the digital
economy have been suggested, such as the ‘bit tax’
proposed by Soete and Kamp143. It was inspired by
the ‘Tobin tax’ on financial flows and followed the
same principle: a very small percentage of taxation on
network exchanges of digital data, aimed at feeding
social security systems under threat. The proposal was
not taken up due to the criticism of the IT industry.

4.5 ECONOMIC EFFECTS: BASIC
ECONOMIC REASONING
In order to assess the economic effects of taxation,
labour market interventions, and of other measures
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considered in the conclusions, we used simplified
economic theoretical reasoning, focussing mostly on
manufacturing firms’ (i.e. the players of Industry 4.0)
decisions about tasks specification and assignment
between labour and machine. Then, we residually
considered other effects of such decisions on the labour
markets outside of manufacturing, applying a general
equilibrium logic , such as how the demand and supply
of labour change both in relation to manufacturing firms’
decisions, and other general effects such as whether
or not government make investment and stimulate
the demand for labour. We looked at the dynamic
interaction between labour demand and labour supply
in order to scope effects on whether the share of Non
Standard Work (NSW) increases or decreases, as well
as on wages in general and on the wage differentials
between workers in standard employment and workers
under NSW forms (including so called ‘gig workers’).
We also had to speculate on elasticity of final demand
for digital platform services (both consumers of final
services and third-party firms selling their products
on the platforms) in relation to the possible direct and
indirect effect of a DIT. Before proceeding, however, a
strong disclaimer is in order on the speculative nature
of this exercise. The general theoretical reasoning, in
fact, is sound but not conclusive given total uncertainty
about the empirical dimension of key parameters (i.e.,
especially elasticities). Therefore, we had to make some
assumptions in order to provide an assessment of the
impacts of the various scenarios and related measures.
Especially, assessing ex-ante the effects of a new tax
is a fairly hazardous undertaking. In the context of the
current debate in the US about the ‘Tax Cuts and Jobs Act’
legislation, for instance, policy makers and economists
are engaging in a mostly speculative exercise about its
effects144. They attempt parsing limited and incomplete
data, while such effects will realise and can be evaluated
only over the course of several years. There is always a
difference between the statutory and economic effects
of any piece of legislation, and this is particularly so for
taxation. Whereas statutorily the target of a tax may
be player A, the actual effects may be shifted by player
A onto player B. A tax on firms may be transferred, for
instance, to consumers. Yet, both in this specific case
and in other situations, it will all depend on the elasticity
of supply and demand to the direct effect of the tax and
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to its indirect effect (i.e. the attempt by the hit player to
pass on the costs on some other players). If consumers’
demand is rigid (low price elasticity) the cost of the tax
can be shifted to them; conversely if it is elastic a raise
of price to pass on the cost of tax would lead consumers
to choose an alternative consumption and it will be more
difficult for the player hit by the tax to shift its costs.
This is one of the most basic economic principle about
the interaction of supply and demand and its effects on
prices in all markets (for goods and services, for labour,
for capital). Whereas elasticities can be estimated from
past data on similar interventions, any new tax may
have its own peculiar and difficult to predict effects.

labour, reducing both. Yet, ex-ante, it is impossible to
say whether the reduction will be greater in terms of
capital or labour. It depends on the elasticity of each
factor. If a factor is relatively more rigid (to its price), it
will receive a lower remuneration, but quantity used will
not change. Conversely, if it is elastic the opposite would
occur. Furthermore, much depends on whether the
producers hit are only the big platforms and pure digital
companies or also the third-party producers using
digital platforms to sell their products and services. If
only digital platforms and companies are hit, since they
use little labour the impact on employment would be
marginal.

Not surprisingly the ex-ante assessments of the effects
of the DST proposed by the EC are starkly contrasting
when comparing that produced by the economists of the
European Commission145 for the Impact Assessment (IA)
with that of European Centre for International Political
Economy (ECIPE)146 and, especially, with that contained
in a study recently released by Copenhagen Economics
and (it should be underlined) commissioned by the
Computer & Communications Industry Association147.
In this report we discuss a similar tax, here called
Digital Intermediary Tax (DIT) with comparable effects.
For instance, the extent to which the cost of DIT on
platforms may be shifted on final consumers will
depend on the elasticity of demand to price. According
to the Commission the elasticity of online consumers to
price is high and, so, this shift is unlikely; critics affirm
the opposite. The same applies for the indirect effects of
the DIT on the third-party producers (especially SMEs)
that use large platforms to sell their products and
services. The critics of the DIT argue that third-party
producers will have to pay larger transaction fees to the
platforms; the counterargument is that they can switch
to competing and emerging platforms applying lower
fees.

On the other hand, since higher risks demand high return
on capital invested, platforms may have to reduce their
use of capital and indirectly cut their R&D investments
with negative effects on innovation. The latter could be,
however, compensated by the fact that there are still
in use extensive R&D tax incentives for innovation in
general and digital innovation in particular. This is the
argument used by the Commission Impact Assessment:
digital platforms and companies are very R&D intensive
and get larger benefits from R&D tax incentives than
other companies. The counterargument is that digital
companies have also a different share of equity finance
and pay different rate of return on capital.

In general, the effects of the DIT depend on three
elasticities: a) the elasticity of the final demand to price;
b) the elasticity of labour supply; c) the elasticity of
capital supply. If the elasticity of final demand to price
is high, then the full cost of DIT will fall on the producers
(platforms and third-party producers). The producers
would adjust their use of factors, namely capital and

After this exemplificative discussion of the uncertainties
and speculation needed to assess economic effects,
below we present the overall economic reasoning, first
starting with the economic logic without interventions,
and then considering the possible effects of taxation
and labour market interventions.

Finally, considering digital platforms intermediating
labour, the DIT may be transferred also to gig workers
and micro-entrepreneurs. Again, it will depend on (i)
whether new platforms will emerge applying lower
transaction fees to gig workers; and (ii) elasticity of gig
labour supply. At any rate, the amount of the labour
force using such platforms is still very limited, so the
impact might be marginal and amount basically to a
return to other forms of NSW that have been used long
before digital labour platforms emerged.
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A starting point is whether a firm decides to externalise
or internalise tasks: the make or buy dilemma on which
Ronald Coase won the Nobel Prize148. A firm (command)
reduces transaction costs, while a market reduces
organisational costs. Inside the world of manufacturing,
under certain conditions private and decentralised
negotiation may be too time consuming and costly and a
‘buy’ decision (i.e. outsourcing / offshoring, also through
platforms) is more efficient. How would a fully developed
Industry 4.0 change this decision? Automation,
digitisation, and robotisation allow a re-specification
of tasks inside the firm, increasing efficiency, and may
increase ‘make’ for certain tasks and ‘buy’ for others
at the possible cost of unemployment and inequality:
educated workers have comparative advantage in new
tasks, unskilled workers may become unemployed or
enter into NSW or labour platform intermittent and
less protected employment. Outside of the world of
manufacturing, assuming increased platformisation,
we are replacing allocation of resources through
markets with assignment through platforms. So, at any
point in time the current technological set characterises
the task specification inside manufacturing. Given the
set of tasks, the companies decide the assignment
between capital and labour for any given wage and
profit rate. The balance between automation and labour
in manufacturing determines the residual (external to
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manufacturing) labour supply for other sectors (i.e.,
services, government), which is likely to be in the form
of NSW and to be intermediated by platforms (especially
in the service sector, and less so in government).
Let us stress again this aspect for it represents one of
the main simplifications we apply. We aim to link the
dynamics inside manufacturing and in the residual
labour market. The market of interest is mainly for NSW
and for platform work, but it residually contains all the
labour available in the market that is not absorbed by
the manufacturing firms that are assumed to be the
main players of Industry 4.0. This is a simplification
needed to use a two-dimensional graph (see Figure 6).
The interaction between the quantity of labour supply
and labour demand, mediated by current institution and
norms in bilateral bargaining setup, define the overall
wage distribution (i.e. the minimum and maximum
wage). Finally, intra capital and intra labour competition
and collusion, together with societal norms, determine
the shape of the economic distribution of wage-profits
(i.e. the frequency of each range of wages and profits
rate).
Let us now use some standard economic graphs that
are instrumental to proceed and illustrate the overall
logic: the ‘Isoquant’ and ‘Isocost’ curves.
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FIGURE 7: Linking workplace and marketplace dynamics

First, on the top left we have the ‘isoquant curves’
indicating the production outputs given combinations
of capital (K) and labour (L). These curves capture
the innovation effect. If you increase innovation the
curve shifts toward the origin (fewer inputs needed to
produce a given output), if you hamper innovation its
shift outwards. Each curve represents the level at which
specification of tasks and use of machine determines
the output frontier. This frontier is not simply a matter
of machine and skills but also of the organisational
capacity to better specify tasks. Better specified tasks
can be better performed by workers or more easily
accomplished by machine. Given prices of labour (w)
and capital (r), the Isocost curve at the right top of the
graph indicates different combinations of K and L that
maintain constant the total cost for the company. Given
the isoquant, the Isocost curve must be a tangential
line that intersects it at the best combination of K and L
input given a target output objective. Now let us look at
the diagram at the bottom. The black lines indicate the
isoquant and Isocost at T0. Now, let’s assume that at
T1 for some reason the cost of capital relative to labour
increases. The new Isocost curve shifts (blue line) and
there is a new equilibrium point using more labour and
less capital. This is important to consider in order to
understand the effects that, given a technological set

that characterises the specification of task, various
interventions have on how industrial firms assign
tasks between capital and labour. On the other hand,
the balance between automation and labour induces
an external labour supply of Non-Standard Work
(NSW) oriented towards platforms (and residually to
the non-manufacturing sectors, and to public sector
employment).
Let us look at the next graph, focussing on the North
East (NE) and on the South West (SW) quadrants. This
is a reduction in a two-dimensional space of what
would be a four-dimensional analysis, where we make
some simplifications to look at how the dynamic of
work in manufacturing and the market are linked. Let
us be very simple and intuitive. The NE quadrant is
the world of Industry 4.0, which means the decisions
of manufacturing firms about task specifications and
their allocation between labour and machines. The SW
quadrant is the residual labour market, which means
the residual supply of labour (not hired in the world of
Industry 4.0) and the demand for labour from platforms,
SMEs, non-manufacturing sectors, the government; a
world where we assume NSW is prominent. So, in the
SW quadrant we have the supply and demand of labour
outside Industry 4.0.
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In the NE quadrant we have quantities of labour and
capital. In the SW quadrant we have quantities of labour
and wage. In the NE quadrant the isoquant represents
the current technological set characterising the task
specification. Given this set, companies allocate between
capital and labour for a given profit (r) and wage (w).
Given the decisions by company, the Lmax curve with
the slope of -1 gives the total labour available that has
not been used by the manufacturing companies of the
NE quadrant and that is the total labour supply to be
considered in the SW quadrant. This is the total labour
supply available for NSW for platforms, SMEs, and
micro-enterprises, or that can be hired by government.
We can also consider it as the overall residual labour
market. It is important to stress the graphic notation:
after a certain point the supply of labour becomes flat
and would not increase even for increases in wages
because there would be no additional labour to supply.
In the SW quadrant demand of labour and a supply of
labour should determine the equilibrium wage at their
intersection. Complicating the picture by considering
market frictions, we can assume that the actual
equilibrium would be somewhere between a minimum
and a maximum. The minimum wage would be under
condition of monopsony: only one platform exists where
workers can get work; the maximum wage would be
under condition of monopoly: imagine a unified union
of Uber drivers imposing the wage to the platform.
Moreover, how workers concentrate also depends on
other factors, including the characteristics of social
protection and welfare, which for the moment are blackboxed and will be considered qualitatively later.
First, let us go back to the NE quadrant and consider tax
interventions directed to firms. Now we ask the following
question: what happens if a new tax affecting firms
or the removal of tax incentives for R&D machinery is
introduced? The cost of capital relative to that of labour
increases and the isocost curve flattens so that the
point of equilibrium with the isoquant will entail more
labour and less capital. Manufacturing companies will
hire more workers, so that the labour supply available
in the SW quadrant will decrease. A capital (robot) tax,
may hamper innovation and reduce efficiency as more
capital and labour are needed for any given output,
thus reducing productivity. Under this condition, if the
demand for labour remains constant or even increases
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(i.e. more public investments and more public jobs
from using revenues from the new tax), wages should
increase in general, and the gap between standard and
NSW workers should decrease. On the other hand, as
the cost of capital increases this may reduce incentives
for technological innovation and the isoquant curve may
shift outward (more capital and labour needed for given
output). Obviously, a capital (robot) tax or the removal of
R&D tax incentives for machinery affect the world of the
NE quadrant much more directly, than a digital service
tax. As we anticipated earlier, this depends on several
uncertain elasticities on the degree to which thirdparty producers are affected, and also on the degree
to which less R&D and innovation by digital platforms
and company may delay and/or make more expensive
Industry 4.0 innovation.
Let us assume that the impact of the DIT is neutral on
the company of the NE quadrant, but will affect digital
platforms and firms in all non-industrial sectors. This
may reduce the demand for labour in the SW quadrant
and, thus, may lead to decrease in wages and possibly a
mild increase in the wage differential between standard
and NSW workers. Yet, all of this could be compensated
by: a) the fact that R&D tax incentives would be retained
and benefit disproportionally digital companies; b) that
new platforms may emerge that would not shift the tax
cost on final consumers and labour market. So, repeating
again the speculative nature of this reasoning, we can
assume the effect on labour markets would be from
neutral to mildly positive, since R&D incentives would
still ensure some level of innovation and efficiency
gains both for Industry 4.0 and for digital platforms and
companies and, thus, having neutral or mildly positive
effects on productivity. If we consider instead tax
reductions on firms or increased tax breaks for digital
innovation investments, the logic is the reverse. Lower
corporate taxes in general or increased incentives for
R&D in automation and digitisation will increase use of
capital, spur innovation, and increase efficiency. Capital
becomes relatively less expensive and substitute for
labour in the NE quadrant. As a result, the supply of
labour in the NW quadrant will increase, while demand
will remain either stable or will decrease (tax cuts and
increased incentives reduce government resources
for investments and jobs creation). This will create
unemployment, decrease wages, increase NSW and
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gig work and the wage differential between standard
and non-standard workers. In terms of budgetary
implications, it can be assumed that a capital tax will
yield more revenues than a digital service tax and of
the reduction of R&D tax incentives. Between the DIT
and the reduction of R&D tax incentive, it is not possible
to say which would yield more revenues. On the other
hand, reduction of corporate tax and increase of R&D
tax incentive will obviously substantially reduce budget
revenues.
Second, let us now consider instead the tax
interventions directed at labour: a) cut in the tax wedge
on labour compensation; or b) R&D tax incentives to
hire qualified personnel. Let us assume that the first
are not applied and used across the board, but rather
for sectors with labour shortages and in need of more
skilled workers and also as incentives to turn NSW
into standard contracts. Firms in the NE quadrant
will hire more workers, but because capital cost is
not increased, they can also continue to invest in
technology. Certainly, these interventions will increase
man-machine neutrality, so that if it is more efficient
to hire a worker, then there will be not tax distortions
leading firms to invest in machine instead. Yet, the
effect on innovation of relatively cheaper labour is
uncertain and a source of controversies. The answer
of a heterodox economist would be that, as labour
becomes cheaper the incentives for firms to innovate
and introduce more efficient machinery (known as the
Ricardo effect) would weaken and impact negatively on
productivity (produce a negative Ricardo effect). On the
other hand, mainstream economists would predict that
this regime would favour factors mobility increasing the
likelihood that best workers and more capital would go
to the most innovative and efficient firms, which in turn
positively impact on productivity.
Considering these possible opposing effects, one may
at first assume that the net impact on innovation of
tax targeting labour will be zero. As manufacturing
firms hire more workers (at least to some extent), but
especially the more skilled ones, in the SW quadrant
the supply of skilled labour will decrease but that of
unskilled labour will increase (absorbed by NSW and
platforms). If applied across the board, tax cuts on
labour would entail substantial costs for the public

budget (so no public investments and public sector jobs)
and if impact on innovation is assumed to be neutral,
without other interventions, the demand for labour
will remain stable or decrease. As a result, wages for
skilled workers would rise but for unskilled workers
would decrease and the differential between standard
and non-standard workers will increase. On the other
hand, given the selectivity of these measures (only for a
few sectors facing shortages or needing highly qualified
personnel), the above effects could be moderated.
Some public investments may create new jobs, plus
the use of skilled personnel may tip the two contrasting
effects seen earlier and produce positive effects on
innovation and efficiency. In this case labour demand
would increase in the SW quadrant, so that wages
would increase also for less skilled and non-standard
workers, without increase in the wage differential. So,
even considering all these uncertainties, we assume
these measures do not depress productivity but rather
moderately increase it and that they reduce polarisation
and inequality effects.
Third and finally, let us now consider what happens
with flexicurity or unconditional basic income. The
flexi component has the same effects as the previous
measures making labour relatively less expensive. So,
manufacturing firms use more workers, and the residual
part of the labour supply in SW quadrant decreases. In
principle, with less labour supply, ceteris paribus, wage
should increase. The effects on wages will depend,
however, on the demand for labour from platforms and
from the public sector. Very important in determining
this effect is how the public sector will finance the
security component of flexicurity. If the government
funds flexicurity by cutting public investments, this
will decrease the demand for labour and have negative
impacts on wages and inequality. Conversely, if the
government funds flexicurity by cutting education and
healthcare and/or raising taxes in a way that affects
SMEs, micro-enterprise or indirect taxes hitting
consumers and shop-keepers (i.e., whereas it cannot
tax multinational platforms and digital transactions),
this could create political tensions and opposition with
increase support for populist and ‘sovranist’ parties.
There are also two additional questions with flexicurity.
First, there are the two opposing views on what happens
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to innovation and efficiency seen earlier. Since we
defined extended flexicurity to have a social investment
component with emphasis on training, skills, and active
labour market policies, we can expect a limited but
positive effect on both productivity and employment.
While the cost of labour decreases, the security part may
create less incentives for some workers to offer their
labour and this may distort the interaction between the
demand and supply of labour. So, impacts of flexicurity
as such on wages and wages differential remain in
principle undetermined, but the social protection part
reduces polarisation. If unconditional basic income
is introduced, the reservation wage of workers will
increase, and labour supply will decrease. The final
effect on wages is uncertain since there are opposite
forces (depressed labour demand outside industry
but also lower supply of labour). On the other hand,
since standard employment in industry increases, the
wage gap between standard and non-standard or gig
workers will also increase. Unconditional basic income
makes labour cheaper and manufacturing firms will hire
more workers in the NE quadrant. Again, we have the
possible opposing effects on innovation and efficiency
seen earlier, and as in the case of extended flexicurity
we assume a neutral (zero) net impact. As seen in
the previous discussion, within a general equilibrium
condition labour demand depends on total investment,
which is affected by what government does. If the
government has to finance unconditional basic income,
depending of what tax measures are introduced it
may not be able to sustain labour demand. However,
workers are receiving basic income, which will increase
their opportunity cost of working. This means that their
reservation wage is now higher. In labour economics,
the reservation wage is the lowest wage rate at which
a worker would be willing to accept a particular type of
job. So, given basic income, certain low paid jobs will
be rejected. Given a process of bargaining with relative
strength of both sides, and the elasticity of the demand
and supply of labour, the results on the wage distribution
are unclear, because the two effects on labour demand
and supply go in opposite directions. However, given
that workers are now used more inside companies, the
wage gap between platforms and standard workers
increases.
Yet, supporters of unconditional basic income make
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two more optimistic assumptions. First, as labour will
become extremely cheap, overall labour productivity will
decline but the quality of output produced by humans
will increase as there will be a stronger and more
voluntary choice to work. Robots and automation will be
for the cheap goods and services, whereas for instance a
5-star hospital will combine robots and labour-intensive
personal service. Second, and related to the previous
point. There will be a significant reduction in the supply
of labour, so in the case of routine jobs the reservation
wage will indeed increase. But this would not hold for all
jobs. Jobs entailing autonomy and independence might
not have a higher reservation wage at all. Under these
two more optimistic hypotheses, there would be less
unemployment and also less wage differentials and
inequality. Obviously, for this to happen, a big cultural
shift in norms is needed in order to manage a society
where at any given point in time large segments of the
potentially active (and often young) population were
not working but living out of unconditional income.
Another potential challenge and source of instability is
the political acceptance of unconditional basic income.
If unconditional basic income reduces other forms
of welfare benefits and protection (i.e. education,
healthcare, public housing), then the middle class may
fight and potentially ally with small capital against this
solution, which may further fuel populist causes.
Finally, new data sharing measures and new approaches
to competition policy with respect to platforms could
certainly have a level playing field effect and increase
the perceived fairness of the system. Reasoning by text
book economics, increased competition should lead
to more innovation and efficiency and, thus, increase
both productivity and employment and also reduce
polarisation. Yet, to be on the conservative side, we
assume these effects to be limited.
The reasoning above, with all its limitation and need for
speculative assumptions that we take the occasion to
stress again, provides the basics for then making the
various instruments interact and for the qualitative
assessment of the economic effects of the scenarios
presented and also of the various measures presented
in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The next tables illustrate in more
details the assessment of the two contending scenarios
and of the various measures taken separately.
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TABLE 1 EFFECTS SUMMARY TABLE
Productivity

Employment

Level playing

Polarisation
effects

Perceived
fairness

Political/
instability risks

Digital
Intermediary
Tax

Possibly mild
positive effect

Mildly positive

Reduced
asymmetry

Mildly positive

Increase
(medium)

Big digital players
opposition
and lobbying;
Geopolitical
tensions, retaliation.

Capital Tax (CT)

Hamper
innovation
and efficiency,
thus, lowering
productivity.
More capital and
labour needed
for any given
level of output

+ Employment
in industry
- labour supply
outside industry
If demand
constant,
larger share of
standard work

Man-machine
neutrality

If demand
constant or
increases, wage
increases, and
gaps reduced

Increase
(medium)

Industry opposition,
possible specific
effects on SMEs
Tax competition/
capital outflow

Less machine
R&D tax
incentive

Same as CT but
more moderate

Same as CT but
more moderate

Man-machine
neutrality

Same as CT, but
more moderate

No effect (too
technical to
receive public
attention)

Same as CT but
more moderate
No instability effects

More machine
R&D tax
incentive

+ innovation
and efficiency>
+ productivity

Same as above
but more
moderate

Bias toward
machine

Same as above
but more
moderate

No effect (to
technical to
receive public
attention)

To technical to cause
political reaction.
No instability risks
(on the contrary
possible attraction
of capital from
outside Europe)

More Human
side R&D tax
incentives

Opposing
effects of
cheaper labour,
but we assume
moderate
positive effect

Possible
polarised effect
on skilled and
unskilled

Man-machine
neutrality

Possible
polarised effect
on skilled and
unskilled

No effect (too
technical to
receive public
attention)

None (on the
contrary possible
attraction of skilled
workers from
outside Europe)

Tax wedge cut
on labour

Same as above

Same as above

Man-machine
neutrality

Same as above

Increase

No political risks
No instability risks
(on the contrary
possible attraction
of skilled workers
from outside
Europe)

Flexicurity 4.0

Same as above,
but with mild
positive effect

Effect depends
on how is
financed

Less two-tier
labour market

Effect depends
on how is
financed

Increase

Possible political
opposition, no
instability risks
effects

Less machine
R&D tax
incentive

Same as above,
but with mild
positive effect

Effect depends
on how is
financed

Unclear

Effect depends
on how is
financed

Increase

Possible political
opposition, no
instability risks
effects

CT= Capital Tax; SW= Standard Work or Standard workers; NSW= Non-Standard Work or Non-Standard workers.
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TABLE 2 ASSESSMENT OF THE TWO CONTENDING SCENARIOS
Productivity

Social
cohesion

Budget
effect

Employment

Level playing
field

Perceived
fairness

Instability
risk

Political
risks

Ultra-social

5

7

1

7

7

7

1

5

Ultra liberal

7

1

2

3

2

1

4

1

TABLE 3 ILLUSTRATION OF THE ASSESSMENT SCALE (BOTH FOR SCENARIO AND MEASURES)
Productivity

Social
cohesion

Budget
effect

Employment

Level playing
field

Perceived
fairness

Instability
risk

Political
risks

1= strong
negative
effect

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease of
revenues/
Increase of
spending

Increase

Less

Less

More

More

2= medium
negative
effect

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease of
revenues/
Increase of
spending

Increase

Less

Less

More

More

3= weak
negative
effect

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease of
revenues/
Increase of
spending

Increase

Less

Less

More

More

4= No effect

No net effect

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Decrease

No net
effect
Decrease

Neutral

5= weak
positive
effect

No net
effect
Increase

More

More

Less

Less

6=medium
positive
effect

Decrease

Increase

Increase

Decrease

More

More

Less

Less

7= strong
positive
effect

Decrease

Increase

Increase

Decrease

More

More

Less

Less
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Increase of
revenues/
decrease of
spending
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TABLE 4 ASSESSMENT OF THE SINGLE MEASURES
Productivity

Social
cohesion

Budget
effect

Employment

Level playing
field

Perceived
fairness

Instability
risk

Political
risks

Lower
corporate
taxes

7

1

2

3

2

1

4

1

Digital
Intermediary
Tax

5

5

6

4

7

7

1

3

Machinery
R&D
incentives

6

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

Human
side R&D
incentives

6

7

3

6

5

5

4

4

Cut of
wedge tax
on labour

6

7

2

7

6

7

4

4

Extended
flexicurity
4.0

5

7

1

5

7

7

4

2

Data
sharing
regulation

5

5

4

5

7

7

2

4

New
competition
regulation

5

5

4

5

7

7

1

4
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
WITH EXPLANATION
AI		
Artificial Intelligence - in this report
		
often used for the collection of new
		
technologies including IoT, ML, 		
		Robotics
CPS		
		
		
		
		

Cyber Physical Systems - systems
integrating computation and digital
processes, in which the embedded
computers and networks monitor
and control the physical processes

DIT		
Digital Intermediary Tax – a tax on: (i)
		
online advertising, (ii) seller/buyer
		
fees transacted via
		
online intermediaries and
		
marketplaces and (iii) the sale of user
		data
DST		
A tax proposed by the EC which is
		
similar to DIT. As proposed by the EC
		
it is rejected by the EU Council in
		December 2018
EC		

European Commission

ECJ		

European Court of Justice

EP		

European Parliament

EU 		

European Union

Flexicurity 4.0
		
		
		
		

Labour flexibility in regulation of
contracts, plus social security
(linked to the person, not the job) and
extended to include all social benefits
(e.g. education, health care, …)
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GC 		

General Court

IoT		

Internet of Things

MEP		

Member of European Parliament

ML		
Machine Learning – an AI technology
		
for autonomous learning by 		
		machines
MSP		
Multi-Sided Platforms, platforms
		
including more than two types of
		
players. Two-sided platforms
		
generally include sellers and buyers
		
matched by the platform. A MSP,
		
besides buyers and sellers, may
		
also include producers, developers,
		
advertisers, etc. Uber is a typical two
		
sided platform, whereas Google,
		
Facebook, Apple, and Amazon are
		
multi-sided (and integrated) 		
		platforms
NSW		
Non-Standard Work – types of
		
employment different from the
		
standard employment contract,
		
e.g. temporary contracts, freelance
		
work, mini jobs, vouchers, ‘zero-hour
		
contracts’, and small jobs being
		
intermediated through digital labour
		platforms.
RBTC		

Routine Biased Technological Change

SBTC		

Skill Biased Technological Change
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